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Decision No. ( 'l )Year2020

About Food Establishments in Ramadan
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o After reviewing Law No. 1of 1969

regarding the establishment of the
Fujairah Municipality,

. And the local License Law No. 1of
1992 in the Emirate of Fujairah,

. On the occasion of the approach of the
holy month of Ramadan,

o We issued the following decision:
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Article (11

It is strictly forbidden to offer, sell or serve

food or drink in hotels and hotel apartments

during the morning period, and it is allowed to
provide their services to non-Muslims only in

their rooms.
It is prohibited to offer, present, sell and trade

in alcoholic beverages

ln hotels and hotel apartments throughout the
holy month of Ramadan.

Article 2

The appropriate administrative penalties will

be imposed on anyone who disobeYs

What is stated in this decision, including the
signing of the appropriate financial fines and

the closure of the violating facility.

Article (31

This decision shall be enforced from the night

of the proof of the month of Ramadan, and it
shall be communicated to whoever is required,

and to all the departments, branches and

branches of the concerned municipality to
implement it, each within the llmits of its

competence.
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Engineer / Mohamed Saif Al-Afkham

Director General of Fulairah Municipaliry-
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